Chicks Rock! Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. What can nerdy chicks do?
2. Wordy Chick’s favorite social media site
3. The sides of a theater stage out of view of the audience
4. The chicks depart the festival in _____ and wing in wing
5. What can wordy chicks do?
6. An extremely successful performer
7. Rocker Chicks says, ‘I’ll make those chicks ______’ (two words)
8. An event that is very exciting or intense (two words)
9. An additional performance at the end of a concert
10. Peaceful and calm
11. Nervousness before or during a performance
12. Type of rehearsal right before the performance
13. What can rocker chicks do?
14. Friends (or seasonal marshmallow treats)
15. Where a performer might see her biggest fans (two words)
16. A lively event or party
17. Someone who is fearful
18. ‘I’m not an _____, not yet a Chicken’

Down
2. Wordy Chick’s favorite social media site
4. The chicks depart the festival in _____ and wing in wing
6. An extremely successful performer
8. Rocker Chicks says, ‘I’ll make those chicks ______’ (two words)
10. An event that is very exciting or intense (two words)
12. An additional performance at the end of a concert
13. Friends (or seasonal marshmallow treats)
15. Where a performer might see her biggest fans (two words)
16. A lively event or party
17. Someone who is fearful
18. ‘I’m not an _____, not yet a Chicken’
Design a chick that likes what you like!
Don’t forget to add accessories like glasses or a hat!
Across

3. The chicks depart the festival in ________ and wing in wing.
4. ________ Chick does Rocker Chick's makeup.
5. ________ Chick does Rocker Chick's makeup.
7. Like poultry in ________ motion.
8. Rocker Chicks says, 'I'll make those chicks run ________.'

Down

1. Friends (or seasonal marshmallow treats)
2. ________ Chick supervises.
3. Rocker Chick likes to ________ and roll.
6. What can nerdy chicks do?
7. What can nerdy chicks do?
Wing  Cool  Bawk  Stage
Rocker  Wordy  Artsy  
Zen  Chicken  Nerdy  
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An acrostic is a poem in which the first letters of each line spell out a word or phrase. Tell us here how you ROCK by writing an acrostic poem!

S ___________________
S ___________________
S ___________________
S ___________________
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S ___________________
S ___________________